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The equipartition of magnetic and thermal energy in the interstellar medium (ISM)
indicates the magneto-hydrodynamic nature of the interstellar turbulence, which can be
decomposed into three wave modes: Alfve´n, fast and slow magnetosonic modes.1–3 Even
for studies performed in the case of subsonic turbulence, the magnetosonic modes have
been revealed to be more effective than the Alfve´nic modes for processes such as cosmic
ray (CR) transport and acceleration.4, 5 The multiphase nature of ISM and diversity of
driving mechanisms give rise to spatial variation of turbulence properties. Nevertheless,
the employed model of magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence is often oversimplified being
assumed to be only Alfve´nic or even hydrodynamic due to a lack of observational evidence.
Here we report the employment of our novel method, the signature from polarization anal-
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ysis (SPA), on unveiling the plasma modes in interstellar turbulence. Its application leads
to the first discovery of magnetosonic modes in the Cygnus X region. It is found that the
magnetosonic modes overlap to a high degree with Fermi cocoon, consistent with theoret-
ical expectations. Moreover, through comparison with the spectrum at other wavelengths,
the plasma modes of turbulence are unveiled in active star formation zones. The SPA casts
light on the plasma modes composition of the Galactic turbulence, and marks the onset of
a new era in the study of interstellar turbulence and accordingly our understandings of
relevant processes including cosmic ray transport and star formation.
To investigate the nature of the magnetic fluctuations in Galactic medium from different
plasma modes, whose statistical properties are imprinted in the Stokes parameters (I,Q,U) of
the synchrotron radiation polarization, we have developed a new method based on the analysis
of the variance of synchrotron emissivity (ε) related to (I+Q)/2. The linear term of the variance,
which is expressed by a set of spectral tensors of the axisymmetric turbulence with respect to
the local mean magnetic field, can be reduced to (Supplementary Information M1):
sxx(ϕs) = (axx sin
2 ϕs + bxx) cos
2 ϕs, ϕs ∈ [0, pi] (1)
where ϕs is the azimuthal angle of the mean magnetic field measured from the Stokes parameter
frame (see Extended Data Fig. 1 for geometry). The quantities axx, bxx carry information on the
tensor power spectrum of the turbulence modes.3, 4, 26 The ratio rxx ≡ axx/bxx is the defining
parameter resulting from SPA. It depends on three physical parameters (see Extended Data Fig.
2a∼c): the angle θλ between the mean magnetic field B0 and the line of sight; Alfve´nic Mach
number MA ≡ δB/B0, where δB depicts the magnetic fluctuations; and plasma β which is the
ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure. The distribution of rxx differs for different plasma modes.
The classification recipe is further established from numerical analyses. 3D turbulent mag-
netic field data cubes are generated with variousMA and plasma β from magnetic-hydrodynamic
(henceforth MHD) simulations and decomposed into Alfve´nic and magnetosonic modes. The
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decomposed modes are observed from randomized line of sight with ray-tracing method and the
corresponding rxx is calculated for each line of sight. The Alfve´nic and magnetosonic modes
are found to be well distinguishable by the dominance of their corresponding signatures from
the probability distribution analysis on the resulting rxx (see Extended Data Fig. 2d∼o and Sup-
plementary Information M2). rxx > 0 corresponds to “Alfve´nic” signature and “magnetosonic”
has −1 ≤ rxx ≤ 0. The resulting classification recipe is summarized in Extended Data Fig.
3. Furthermore, similar analysis is performed on the whole turbulence datacubes directly from
MHD simulations whose energy, based on different driving mechanism, is dominated by either
Alfe´nic modes or magnetosonic modes. The results show that the dominant plasma modes are
indeed revealed by the dominance of the corresponding signatures. The statistics of all the nu-
merical results including the error bars of rxx, axisymmetry, and linear amplitude are included
in Supplementary Table 1-2. The ray-tracing scheme is augmented by taking into account the
Faraday rotation of the synchrotron polarized photons as they propagate through the medium.
The dominance of the“magnetosonic” signature is found not influenced by the Faraday rotation
whereas the dominance of “Alfve´nic” signature is compromised if the rotational angle is larger
than 60◦. As the result, the detection of “magnetosonic” signature unambiguously points to the
magnetosonic modes.
In order to implement SPA on the synchrotron polarization map on a given area of the sky,
we first set the upper and lower limit for the eddy scales. The unit for mode identification is the
size of the largest eddy. rxx is calculated in a larger spot (eddy size ≤ spot size ≤ injection
scale L ∼ 100pc) to have enough statistics. For any unit in the sky map, the statistics from
hundreds of larger spots surrounding it are analyzed. The areas with the existence of dominant
plasma modes are thereby selected. The details of the analysis are illustrated in Supplementary
Information M3. The maps are compared with the synchrotron intensity maps to exclude the
foreground contributions.
Our principle purpose is to search for magnetosonic modes, which has not been observed
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Figure 1 | Turbulence modes identified in Cygnus X region plotted over the a) syn-
chrotron intensity map and b) Faraday rotation map. The color code for signatures: Green:
“Alfve´nic”; Red: “magnetosonic”; and Blue: “isotropic turbulence”. The eddy size is ∼ 15pc.
Table 1: Observational parameters in Cygnus X Region.
Distance Telescope resolution Spot size Size of the largest Eddy Size of the smallest eddy
(beam size) (pc) (pc) (pc)
1.4kpc 9.′5 (3.9pc) 50 15.4 4.6
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Figure 2 | Comparison between the plasma modes identified in Cygnus X region and maps
of star formation tracers. a) Extinction map of Cygnus.12 b, c) Turbulence modes identified
in Cygnus X region plotted over b) the extinction map and c) the H α map,21 respectively.
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Figure 3 | Comparison between the plasma modes identified in Cygnus X region and the
Fermi map. a) Gamma ray map of Cygnus. b) Turbulence modes identified in Cygnus X region
plotted over the gamma ray map. The magnetosonic modes overlaps in a high consistency with
extended excess of hard emission observed by Fermi-LAT, the ”Fermi cocoon”.17
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and hence ignored in the relevant studies. It is theoretically expected that there are the com-
pressible motions of the medium in star formation regions. Therefore we apply SPA technique
to the synchrotron emission data from active star forming regions. The first observational ev-
idence of the existence of magnetosonic modes in ISM is discovered in the Cygnus X Region
with data from “Urumqi 6 cm” polarization survey.7 The maps in Figs. 1-3 are denoted by their
Galactic coordinates: (l; b), where l is the longitude and b is the latitude. The Cygnus X region is
1.4kpc from us. One degree on the 2D map corresponds to 24.4pc in physical distance. The unit
of classification, i.e., the size of the largest eddy, is ∼ 15pc. All the relevant scales are listed in
Table 1. The statistics for the observational analysis including the eddy acceptance ratio, modes
ratio, the error bars of rxx, axisymmetry, and linear amplitude are included in Supplementary
Tables 3-4.
The results of the modes identification with SPA are displayed in Fig. 1 for Cygnus X region,
a complex of giant molecular clouds hosting massive star-forming activities with rich collection
of young massive stars and supernovae.8–10 The signatures superimposed on the synchrotron
intensity indicate that the plasma modes are from the region rather than the foreground, since
no signature is detected in low intensity zone (see Fig. 1a). To evaluate the influence of Faraday
rotation, we adopt the rotation measure along the line of sight through the whole Galaxy and
thus an upper limit of the Faraday rotation for Cygnus X.11 The signatures are plotted over the
rotation map in Fig 1b. The signatures which can be influenced by Faraday rotation, i.e. with
rotation measure > 60◦, are all removed.
The dominant plasma modes are unveiled in different regions in Cygnus X, including mag-
netosonic modes, Alfve´n modes as well as isotropic turbulence. The identified signatures are
overlaid onto the Extinction map and Hα map in Fig. 2. Apparently, part of the star forming
region is dominated by the Alfve´n signature. Moreover, the magnetosonic signatures overlap to
a large degree with the important active star forming regions, Cygnus X South.12–14 This is con-
sistent with the picture that the compression of the circumstellar medium has been detected in
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those regions, resulting from the motion of the stars in the OB star associations.15 Initial density
perturbations, implied by these modes, can trigger a multistage process which finally leads to
protostar formation.16 Nonetheless, we emphasize that the observational detections are beyond
the scope of any existing star formation theory. The plasma mode composition discovered in the
active star-forming spots in the molecular cloud complexes offers new insights into the physics
of star formation, pinpointing the necessity to account for MHD nature of turbulence which has
different plasma modes compositions unlike hydrodynamic/Kolmogorov turbulence.
Furthermore, the regions with identified magnetosonic modes reside completely in the cos-
mic ray Superbubbles: Cygnus Superbubble, the cocoon of the excess hard emission above 3
GeV, which can not be explained either by neighboring pulsar wind nebulae or by point source
emission (see Fig. 3).17 In addition, intense CR emission in Cygnus cocoon is also detected
by HAWC.18 Interstellar turbulence has a huge span ranging from ∼ 100pcs to ∼ 109cms as
observed.19 The Alfve´nic turbulence and magnetosonic modes become decoupled on scales
smaller than the injection scale and form separate cascade.3 Consequently, the magnetosonic
perturbations discovered on the scales of a few parsecs indicate that the percentage of magne-
tosonic modes can be much higher on all smaller scales down to the dissipation. Earlier studies
demonstrate that the magnetosonic modes dominate transport of CRs4, 20 through both the gy-
roresonance and transit time damping interactions,22 the latter of which happens on all scales.
The detection of magneto-sonic modes in ISM and its high consistency with the intense CR
emission area are therefore completely in line with theoretical predictions. This pinpoints the
necessity of incorporating the magnetosonic modes in the studies of cosmic ray propagation
and acceleration.
The application of SPA on the synchrotron polarization data from the Galactic medium pro-
vides the first diagnosis for an in-depth understanding of the plasma modes composition in the
Galaxy, opening up a new avenue of connecting plasma physics with macro astrophysical phe-
nomena. Moreover, the observational confirmation of the presence of magneto-sonic turbulence
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in the Galaxy has far reaching consequences for not only cosmic rays and star formation, but
also the fundamental understanding of the driving mechanism of turbulence. Further investiga-
tion of the statistical properties of the signatures in SPA will allow robust estimates of magnetic
field direction and strength, Alfve´nic and sonic Mach numbers and the energy injection scale
of turbulence. A highly promising research field is foreseen to unroll with ample results antic-
ipated from the high resolution synchrotron polarization data analysis and multiple wavelength
comparison, that will shed light on the role of turbulence in various physical processes.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Vectors and angles involved in the calculation of the spectral
tensor. The axis Oz points to the observer. xOy is the plane of sky. λˆ is the direction of the
mean magnetic field, of which the picture-plane component defines the x−axis. kˆ is the wave
vector and Kˆ is its picture-plane component. ϕ is the angle between Kˆ and x−axis. Vectors eˆxs
and eˆys define the frame of the Stokes parameters. ϕs is the positional angle of B0⊥ measured
in the Stokes parameter frame.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Numerical analysis for SPA. (a-c) Theoretically predicted rxx. MA
and the low-/high-β regime are specified on the corresponding curves. (d∼o) The probability
distribution of rxx. x−axis is the percentage of linear signature xx. Synthetic observations
are performed by tracing 200 randomized lines of sight for each turbulence data cube. The
classification in the value space of rxx is labelled with different colors: Green for “Alfve´nic”,
Red for “magnetosonic”. The separations are marked by the dashed lines.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Schematics of the modes classification from the synchrotron
polarization map with the “SPA” code.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | The composition of the raw signature sˆxx from direct observa-
tion. The local mean field on the plane of sky, B0⊥, is parallel to the Stokes eˆsy axis when
ϕs = 90. The spot is accepted under axisymmetric criteria | ϕs,min − 90◦ |≤ 5◦. The amplitude
for the linear part of signature Amplinear and total signature Amptotal is marked. The non-zero
value of sˆxx(90◦) consists of two parts: the quadratic term and the symmetry axis fluctuation
sfluctxx , where the percentage of quadratic term contribution is p.
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γ Modes β Alfve´nic Magneto- β Alfve´nic Magneto-
(%) sonic(%) (%) sonic(%)
Sub-Alfve´nic MA ∼ 0.5
2.5 Fast 3 97 5 95
3.0 Fast 0 100 0 100
3.5 Fast 0 100 0 100
2.5 Slow 6 94 0 100
3.0 Slow 0.5 0 100 3.0 0 100
3.5 Slow 0 100 0 100
2.5 Alfve´n 85 15 82 18
3.0 Alfve´n 63 37 67 33
3.5 Alfve´n 64 36 66 34
Trans-Alfve´nic MA ∼ 1.0
2.5 Fast 36 64 0 100
3.0 Fast 0 100 0 100
3.5 Fast 0 100 0 100
2.5 Slow 0 100 0 100
3.0 Slow 0.5 0 100 5.7 0 100
3.5 Slow 0 100 0 100
2.5 Alfve´n 100 0 61 39
3.0 Alfve´n 100 0 86 14
3.5 Alfve´n 71 29 100 0
Extended Data Table 1 | Numerical tests for decomposed modes with the electron spectrum indices
γ ∼ 2.5, 3.0, 3.5.
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Rotation Alfve´nic Magnetosonic
Angle (θFR) (%) (%)
Alfve´n modes dominant cubes
0 100 0
30 100 0
60 100 0
90 100 0
Magnetosonic modes dominant cubes
0 20 80
30 21 79
60 43 57
90 69 31
Extended Data Table 2 | Numerical tests of SPA on total MHD datacubes and Faraday rotation.
The spectrum index of electron in this table is γ = 3. The dominant modes (with more than 60%
magnetic energy of the total) of the corresponding cube are noted. The cubes are observed from 200
different lines of sight with respect to the mean magnetic field. The angle of Faraday rotation is marked
in the first column, where 0 means observing the original cubes with no rotation.
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M1 Theoretical Analysis
The Stokes parameters from the synchrotron emission are expressed in terms of the picture-
plane projection of the magnetic field1 integrated along the line of sight:
I(R) ∝ ∫ w(z) dz (B2xs(r) +B2ys(r)),
Q(R) ∝ ∫ w(z) dz (B2xs(r)−B2ys(r)),
U(R) ∝ ∫ w(z) dz 2Bxs(r)Bys(r),
(2)
where w is the window function setting the borders of the emitting structure, and r(x, y, z)
is the three-dimensional (3D) position vector. The coordinate frame of the Stokes parameters
(eˆxs , eˆys) is shown in Extended Data Figure 1. The lines of sight under analysis are treated as
parallel and the two-dimensional (2D) vector R(x, y) is the position in the plane of sky.
Based on Eq.(2), the synchrotron emissivity related to (I+Q)/2 is derived:
εxx(R) = (B0⊥ cosϕs +Bieˆxsi)
2
= B20⊥ cos
2 ϕs + 2B0⊥ cosϕsBieˆxsi + (Bieˆxsi)
2,
(3)
whereB0⊥ is the projection of the mean magnetic field in the plane of sky andBi is the turbulent
magnetic field. ϕs is the positional angle of B0⊥ in the Stokes parameter frame (see Extended
Data Figure 1).
A random phased model of the turbulent magnetic field can be described with the following
spectral representation in Fourier space:24, 25
Bi(r) =
∫ √
dkeik·rF (k)Tij(kˆ)ξj(k). (4)
Here r is the position vector, kˆ is the wave vector. The spectral tensor T and complex random
field ξ obey the following rules: Tij = TilTjl,
〈
ξi(k)ξ
∗
j (k
′)
〉
= δijδkk′ and ξi(−k) = ξ∗i (k).
The brackets “〈, 〉” here designate the ensemble averaging. F (k) is the square root of the scalar
1The synchrotron radiation emissivity here is proportional to the squared magnetic field since the slope of the
relativistic electron energy spectrum is −3. More general cases are discussed in Sect. M2.3
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factor in the tensor spectrum. There are two types of spectral tensors for the magnetic axisym-
metric turbulence, TE and TF :
TE,ij(kˆ) = δij − kˆikˆj, (5)
TF,ij(kˆ) =
(kˆ · λˆ)2kˆikˆj + λˆiλˆj − (kˆ · λˆ)(kˆiλˆj + λˆikˆj)
1− (kˆ · λˆ)2 . (6)
When observing the turbulence on the 2D plane of sky, the local 3D TF,ij(kˆ) term is averaged
along the line of sight and replaced by the global tensor:
TF,ij(kˆ)→ (WiTE,ij(Kˆ) +WlTF,ij(Kˆ)), (7)
where Wi and Wl are the weight factor for the isotropic and anisotropic contribution of the
turbulence.26 The classification signature sxx(ϕs) is identified as the variance of the synchrotron
emissivity εxx(r). It consists of the linear and quadratic terms. The linear term is the most
important because it dominates the signature and can be analytically retrieved for different
turbulence modes. Omitting all the angle-independent factors, we obtain the linear term of sxx:
sxx(ϕs) = (2 cosϕs)
2
∫ pi
−pi
dϕF 20 (Kˆ)eˆxsieˆxsjTij(Kˆ), (8)
in which F 20 (Kˆ) is the angle dependent factor in F
2(K), ϕ is the angle between the picture
plane component of the mean field B0⊥ and the picture plane wave vector Kˆ (see Extended
Data Figure 1). By inserting the spectral tensors of the magnetic axisymmetric turbulence (TE ,
TF ) from Eq.(5,7), the expression for the even harmonics of the linear term of sxx is reduced to
Eq. (1) in the main text:
sxx(ϕs) = (axx sin
2 ϕs + bxx) cos
2 ϕs, ϕs ∈ [0, pi],
where the parameters axx and bxx for different types of spectral tensors are functions of the
tensor spectrum. The ratio rxx ≡ axx/bxx is identifed as “the classification parameter”. rxx is
our target parameter, which is used to recover the information about the dominant modes of
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turbulence. The scalar factor in the tensor spectrum for Alfve´n modes is:
F 2(k) ∝ k−11/3F 20,A(kˆ), (9)
where
F 20,A(kˆ) = exp
−M−4/3A max [1, (kgL)1/3] |kˆ · λˆ|[1− (kˆ · λˆ)2]1/3
 , (10)
in which L is the injection scale of the MHD turbulence. The last expression determines the
anisotropy of the spectral energy distribution in the Fourier space. This anisotropy is scale in-
dependent, and we impose it to coincide with the Goldreich & Sridhar 1995 (henceforth GS95)
anisotropy at the scale 1/kg.27, 28 The scale 1/kg is to be interpreted as the scale of the largest
eddies that exhibit the GS95 anisotropy.
For magnetosonic modes, the spectral tensor is given by:
Tij(kˆ) = TF,ij(kˆ). (11)
Thus, the respective signature parameters are acompxx = a
F
xx and b
comp
xx = b
F
xx for the compressible
modes. The scalar factor in the tensor spectrum for fast modes is:
F 2(k) ∝ k−7/2F 20,F (kˆ), (12)
where
F 20,F (kˆ) =
 1, β  11− (kˆ · λˆ)2, β ≥ 1. (13)
The scalar factor in the tensor spectrum for Slow modes is then:
F 2(k) ∝ k−11/3F 20,A(kˆ)×
 1− (kˆ · λˆ)2, β  11, β ≥ 1. , (14)
where F 20,A(k) is the same as that of Alfve´n modes (see Eq.10).
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The theoretical analysis of rxx is plotted in Extended Data Figure 4( a∼c). As a result,
different plasma modes are discernable by their rxx. We will base our classification method on
the numerical tests with MHD simulations in Sect. M2.3.
M2 Numerical Analysis with 3D MHD simulations
In order to establish the classification recipe, we perform MHD simulations to generate dat-
acubes of sub- and trans-Alfve´nic turbulence with low- and high- plasma beta and decompose
these MHD turbulence into 3 linear modes (Alfve´n, fast and slow, see CL02). We then consider
non-thermal electrons with a fixed index moving in the decomposed turbulence modes and ray
tracing the resulted synchrotron polarization from 200 different lines of sight. All datacubes’
resolution is 5123 with an inertial range more than a decade. We use probability distribution
analysis to study the signatures produced from these observations through the MHD data cubes.
The comprehensive results and statistics of all our numerical analysis including the error bars
of rxx, axisymmetry, linear amplitude are included in Supplementary Table 1-2.
The Alfve´n modes and magnetosonic modes are well distinguishable by their signature pro-
duction (see Extended Data Figure 2 for γ ∼ 3): magnetosonic modes (fast or slow) can only
produce “magnetosonic” signatures; the accepted signatures produced in Alfve´n modes are
dominated by “Alfve´nic” signatures. The dominance of one type of signature is hence defined
in terms of the dominance of such signature among the accepted signatures. The signatures
produced with different electron index are further analyzed. As shown in Extended Data Table
1, the conclusions remain exactly the same as γ ' 3 for γ ' 2.5, 3.5.
Moreover, we perform similar ray tracing on total data cubes of MHD-simulated turbulence
whose energy are dominated by magnetosonic modes or Alfve´n modes. As shown in Extended
Data Table 2, the turbulence dominated by magnetosonic modes produces overwhelmingly
dominant “magnetosonic” signatures whereas the one dominated by Alfve´n modes produces
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only “Alfve´nic” signatures. We then ray tracing those total turbulence cubes with the Faraday
rotation of the synchrotron polarization through the data cubes accounted. The results shows
that the ”magneotosonic” signature is unaffected by the Fraday rotation whereas the “Alfve´nic”
signatures are dominantly produced from the Alfve´n modes dominant turbulence as long as the
rotational angle θFR ≤ 60◦,.
In short, the dominance of the “magnetosonic” signature unambiguously points to the dom-
inance of magnetosonic modes.
M3 Signature identification and plasma modes detection from Observa-
tions
In this section, we illustrate how to extract the classification parameter of the corresponding
turbulence modes from an observational map of synchrotron polarization. The main steps of
SPA are summarized in Extended Data Figure 3.
The raw signature sˆxx is first calculated for a spot on the polarization map. The size of each
spot is no larger than the coherence length of interstellar magnetic field. An intensity range is
selected in order to mask out the background extragalactic point sources. Moreover, high/low-
pass gaussian filters are applied in order to remove the scales that are subjected to large-scale
fluctuations and instrumental contaminations. The scale of the smallest eddy after the filter
should be at least twice the resolution scale (beam size) of the observation.
After that we check the percentage of apparent linear signature in total signature (see Ex-
tended Data Figure 4):
ξxx =
Amplinear
Amptotal
=
sˆxxmax − sˆxxmin
sˆxxmax + sˆxxmin
. (15)
If ξxx ≤ 0.15, the observed signature is considered isotropic. Only the signatures dominated
by linear component are accepted, i.e., ξxx > 0.5 for classification (Sorting 1 in Extended Data
Figure 4). Additionally, the linear part of the signature should satisfy axisymmetry, thus the
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angle ϕs,min for the minimum signature should be within 5◦ deviation from the expected 90◦
(Sorting 2 in Extended Data Figure 4).
The raw signature sˆxx directly obtained from the observation is entangled with the quadratic
term and the data noise (see Extended Data Figure 3). The major noise results from the fluctu-
ation of the symmetry axis, which is composed of two parts. One originates from the variation
of the polarization direction along the line of sight (the line-of-sight component). The other
arises from the variation of the polarization vector among different points within the spot (the
picture plane component). The “intrinsic” linear signature sxx is equal to 0 at ϕs = 90◦, as
demonstrated in Eq.(1) in the main text. Therefore, only quadratic term and the symmetry axis
fluctuation contribute to the non-zero value of the raw signature sˆxx(90◦). The percentage p
of quadratic term in sˆxx(90◦) is then scanned from 0 to 100% (see Extended Data Figure 3).
The value range (error budget), and the mean value of the classification parameter rxx are thus
obtained. We reject the spots whose rxx value range crosses the thresholds, i.e. 0, 2/3 (Sorting
3 in Extended Data Figure 4).
The unit of plasma modes classification is one turbulence eddy, which is about the scale of
∼ 15pc for Cygnus X. Since the classification is based the statistical property of each turbulence
modes, we perform the statistical analysis on a larger scale, ∼ 50pc for Cygnus X. The whole
region is over-sampled with a resolution 181× 181 spots so that each eddy is sampled by more
than 800 spots. The signature is calculated and classified within each spot. For each eddy,
we analyze statistically the signatures produced by all the spots surrounding the eddy. The
acceptance ratio rAccept for the eddy is defined by the percentage of the signatures involving the
eddy that passes the criteria set in Extended Data Figure 3. The magnetosonic ratio rMS is the
percentage of Magnetosonic signatures among the accepted signatures, and the Alfve´nic ratio,
rAlf ≡ 1−rMS . Only the eddies with the signature acceptance ratio rAccept ≥ 75% are selected.
The eddy is classified (Alfve´nic and Magnetosonic) if the percentage of one of the signatures
is higher than 75%. Based on our numerical study, Faraday rotation test are run for those
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regions dominated by the Alfve´nic signature. Those regions with rotational angle θFR > 60◦
are rejected. Finally, the dominance of difference plasma modes from an observational map
is identified. The comprehensive results and statistics for our observational analysis including
the eddy acceptance rate, modes ratio, the error bars of rxx, axisymmetry, linear amplitude are
included in Supplementary Table 3-4.
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